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It is well known that imposing relatively weak conditions on the sub- 
algebra lattice of a (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra may have strong con- 
sequences for its structure. This is illustrated by the condition of duality: a 
Lie algebra is said to have a dual if its subalgebra lattice is anti-isomorphic 
to that one of another Lie algebra. Towers [3] proved that solvable Lie 
algebras with a dual are abelian or almost abelian, and that every Lie 
algebra with a dual is of this kind if the base field is algebraically closed of 
characteristic zero. But the general case remained open for arbitrary base 
fields. 
We depart from the apparently much weaker condition that every 
element of the lattice should be the inlimum of maximal elements. It turns 
out that for arbitrary base fields of characteristic zero every Lie algebra 
with this property is already self-dual, and either solvable or three-dimen- 
sional non-split simple. This gives a positive answer to the question raised 
at the end of [3]. 
NOTATIONS. k denotes a field of characteristic zero; all Lie algebras are 
finite-dimensional. We say that a Lie algebra L has a dually atomistir lat- 
tice if every subalgebra of L is the intersection of maximal subalgebras of L. 
As usual, a Lie algebra is called almost abelian if it contains an abelian 
ideal of codimension one, on which it acts by scalar multiplications. 
First, we reduce to the simple case: 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a Lie algebra over k with a dually atomistic lattice. 
Then either L is ahelian or almost abelian, or L is simple. 
Proof Let N be the maximal nilpotent ideal of L. For any maximal 
subalgebra M < L we have N n M -=I L, and hence for any subalgebra 
A<N: A=NnA=n{NnM: A<M, M maximal in L}_aL. Thus N is 
abelian, and every subspace of N is an ideal in L. Consequently, the 
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radical R of L is abelian or almost abelian, and every Levi complement S 
operates trivially on R, i.e., we have L = R x S. 
We now investigate the maximal subalgebras of a non-trivial direct 
product decomposition L = A, x A 2 (dim A ; > 0). Clearly, M, x A, resp. 
A, x M, (with M, < Ai maximal) are maximal in L. But every intersection 
of such subalgebras again has the form B, x B, (with B, < Ai), while there 
are also subalgebras of L which do not have this form. So there must be a 
maximal subalgebra M < L with A ; g M (i = 1, 2). 
Now assume A2 simple (non-abelian). Then M n A, = 0 and 
M=M/MnA,E(M+A,)/A,rA,, while on the other hand, A,r 
(M+ A,)/A, E M/Mn A, : we see that A, is an epimorphic image of A,. 
This gives at once that in the above decomposition L = R x S either R or S 
must be trivial (one may assume S simple), and if L = S is semisimple, S 
must be the product of isomorphic simple ideals. 
Now let L = S = A, x A, be the product of two isomorphic simple Lie 
algebras. From the above considerations we conclude that the only 
maximal subalgebras of L besides the M, x A,, A, x M, are the M,:= 
{(x, x4): x E A,}, where 4: A, -+ A, is an isomorphism. Choose X,E Ai\{O} 
(i = 1,2) with X? #x2 for all such q5; the subalgebra generated by (x, , x2) is 
not the intersection of maximal ones, contradiction. This shows that L 
already has to be simple if it is semisimple. 1 
Thus we are left to determine the simple dually atomistic Lie algebras. 
This happens in 
LEMMA 2. Let L he a simple Lie algebra over k with a dually atomistic 
lattice. Then dim L = 3, and L is non-split. 
Proof: To begin with, it is clear that L must be non-split if dim L = 3. 
Now let K be an algebraic closure of k, and H be a Cartan subalgebra of L; 
put L’:= L Ok K, H’:= H Ok K, and regard L as the set of tix points of 
the Galois group f = T(K/k), operating on L’. Let A be the root system of 
L’ with respect to H’, and Lj (c( E A) the root subspaces. Pick h E H such 
that r(h) # 0, z(h) - p(h) # 0 for any ~1, BE A, c( #b, Assuming dim, L > 3 
(hence dim, H 3 2) we can find a subalgebra A < H of codimension one in 
H with h E A. We claim that every maximal subalgebra of L containing A 
already contains H, which will give the desired contradiction. 
Let M-CL be maximal and A GM, put A’:= A Qk K, M’:=M Ok K. 
The A’-module L’/A’ is a direct sum of one-dimensional submodules which 
are pairwise non-isomorphic by the choice of h. Hence, if H g M, there is a 
subset A, c A such that 
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But this implies that also 
is a r-invariant subalgebra, which therefore must be equal to L’ by the 
maximality of M. This gives d, = d, a contradiction. 
There is a second proof of this lemma, at least for k # Q (the field of 
rational numbers): Take a linear algebraic group G, defined over k, such 
that Q(k) z L (6:= Lie algebra of G). It may easily be seen that to every 
maximal subalgebra of B(k) there corresponds a k-closed subgroup of G; 
hence every subalgebra of B(k), being the intersection of maximal ones, is 
algebraic, i.e., belongs to a k-closed subgroup of G. Now if dim, L > 3, G 
contains a k-torus T, dim T> 2. As the connected k-closed subgroups of T 
are in duality with the pure r-invariant subgroups of X(T) (group of 
characters of T), we must have k = Q and T either being Q-split, or being 
CD-anisotropic and split by a quadratic extension L/Q. The first case is 
easily ruled out (G contains a k-closed subgroup isomorphic to 6, x G,), 
while the second case requires an extra argumentation. 1 
So we have the following 
THEOREM. Let char k = 0 and L be a Lie algebra over k. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) L has a dually atomistic lattice; 
(ii) the subalgebra lattice of L is (upper) semimodular; 
(iii) the subalgebra lattice of L is relatively complemented; 
(iv) the subalgebra lattice of L is a projective space (over k); 
(v) L is abelian or almost abelian or a non-split simple Lie algebra of 
dimension three. 
Proof: We have shown (i)*(v). (ii) * (v) resp. (iii) 3 (v) are proved 
in [Z] resp. [l], and the others are clear. 4 
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